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The next step forward  

While organisations have had to realign their products and services to meet the restrictions 

imposed by the Covid 19 pandemic many have been faced with also having to quickly 

automate their systems and procedures to cope with the uncertainty in the labour market 

due to the continual changes in guidance from the authorities. One of the main ways to 

bring automation into the workplace is to enhance your existing control systems. 

Industry 4.0 is reported to be the next major revolution in industrialisation. The main focus 

is to take all the individual processes and systems that are used in manufacturing to manage 

and control production, and import them into a cloud-based system This allows the 

workflow, product changes and the management of each and every individual machine or a 

series of machines can be controlled remotely. Cloud computing and the internet of things 

are the two main components needed to introduce industry 4.0 into a business.  

This step is a major leap forward but does require large investments in infrastructure and 

instrumentation to make it work properly, while this will be the norm in the decades to 

come this level of investment seems problematic during the current climate.  

The first and next step forward is to look at replacing and enhancing your existing control 

system, whether by installing a few critical components that allow for greater monitoring or 

installing a whole system and a Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) process 

control system. SCADA uses networked data communications and graphical user interfaces 

for high-level process supervisory management, but it also uses other integrated systems 

such as programmable logic controllers often known as PLC’s and PID controllers to 

interface with the process plant or machinery. These can be further enhanced by the 

introduction of a enterprise resource planning (ERP)system these combined systems are 

often called Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES)  

SHAPA members have an extensive knowledge of building and supplying equipment for the 

control and management of factory and production systems More information about the 

gained by visiting the process and instrumentation section on the equipment finder page on 

the SHAPA website at www.shapa.co.uk . All this data is available free as part of SHAPA’s 

mission to benefit the whole of the industry at large. 

http://www.shapa.co.uk/


 
 

Should you need to speak with someone about a specific enquiry on how you can increase 

the effectiveness of your processes, please send and enquiry in to info@shapa.co.uk or call 

01904 373040. All enquiries will be actioned quickly and passed onto member companies 

best able to deal with your enquiry. Of course, if you are a supplier within solids and bulk 

handling industries, the next step should be to enquire about whether SHAPA membership 

could benefit your organisation. 

Since 1981 SHAPA has existed to be the focus of excellence within our industries and be the 

association of choice for its manufacturers and suppliers. 2020 sees the Association going 

from strength to strength with many long-standing members and actively attracting new 

companies. The SHAPA website, showcases the continuing advantages of SHAPA to its 

members and industry at large. Visit www.shapa.co.uk  or for further information email 

info@shapa.co.uk  or call 01904 373040 
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